EPNS Research Meeting: Alicante: 26-27 October 2018

Epilepsy working group EPNS research meeting

October 26th, 2018, Alicante

Preliminary program

13.30-16.30h

13.30-13.35 welcome
   Alexis Arzimanoglou

13.35-14.05 Key note lecture: “Difficulties when designing clinical trials for AEDs to be used in epileptic encephalopathies” Federico Vigevano

Short presentations bursary applicants (11 min each including discussion)

14.05-15.00 Vascular biomarkers in Sturge Weber syndrome, Beatriz Bernardino Cuesta
   ‘Therapeutic Effects of a New Special Lens in Children with Photosensitive Epilepsy’ Ana Checa-Ros
   A randomized, double-blind, parallel group, placebo-controlled trial of metformin in tuberous sclerosis complex, Sam Amin
   Whole genome sequencing in epilepsy-a population study Joseph Symonds
   Prognostic markers in VNS therapy and ketogenic diet in children with refractory Epilepsy Agata Ulatowska

15.00-15.15 short break

15.15-15.45 update on ongoing European multicentre trials
   1. RESCUE - ESES Floor Jansen 15 mins
   2. EPISTOP Lieven Lagae 15 mins

15.45-16.30 call for collaborators in new multicentre studies
   Abnormal brain gamma oscillations in response to auditory stimulations in Dravet syndrome, Rocio Sanchez-Carpintero
   Observational study in ESES syndrome, comparing efficacy of clobazam and steroids, Floor Jansen

   Invitation for all workshop participants